
HT BYter/Divisional Office, 

bT ITRT /Personnel Department, 

Py ü/Mysuru 570 021, 

fHico /Dated:02.03.2021. 

ueH dSOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY 

TT T.No. Y/P.608/VII/JE/ELEC/25%LDCE/Vol.II 

SSE/E/P/MYS, ASK, HRR, SMET, SKLR 

SSE/TL/MYS, SSE/AC/MYSS 

Selection for the post of JE/Electrical in PB Rs.9300-34800+4200(GP) against 

25% LDCE quota - Electrical Department, Mysuru Division. 

1. This office notification dated 05.01.2021. 

2. This office letter even dated 12.02.2021. 

Sub: 

Ref 

***** 

Further to this office letters cited, the written test in connection with the above 

selection is fixed to be held on 24.03.2021 (Wednesday) at 14.30 hrs at 

Sr.DPO/0/MYS. 

Name, Shri/Smt/ 
PF No./ 

SI. Com PF No Desig/Stn 
No 

Sr.Tech/AC/MYS 
Tech/1/AC/MYS 
Tech/1/AC/MYS 

01 M V V RAMA KRISHNA RAJU 

02 MANOJ KUMAR MAHTO 

03 R.UMAMAHESHA 

04 P.SUNIL 
05 G.SRINIVASAN 
06 K.SHIJIN 

|07 LALITHA.B 
08 PRAJITH.T 
09 M.NAGARAJU 
10 GULAB RATHOD 
11 SALIM MALLIIK 

ANAND.N 

UR 07753421 

OBC 07DO0043 
OBC 04387880 

UR 
OBC 7D00307 

11D00040 

11DO0305 Tech/I/ELF/HRR 
Tech/1/ELF/SMET 
Sr.Tech/ELF/KBPR SC 

Tech/1/ELF/HAS 
Tech/1/SBHR_ 
Tech/1/ELF/MYS 
Tech/1/ELF/MYS 
Sr.Tech/TL/MYS 

UR 04679842 Tech/I1/TLF/MYS 

UR 12D00097 
11D00333 
12D01294 
12D01077 

SC 
UR 
SC 

08DO0068 UR 
12 

The employees may please be advised: 

1. That they have to produce identity card issued by the administration to be allowed to 

appear for the written examination. If they have not been issued identity card, the 
relieving letter should contain a photograph of the employees attested by the 
supervisory official. 

2. To use either black or blue colour pen only for writing the examination. No other colour 

pens marking are to be found in any part of the answer book. 

3. That they will not be allowed to carry mobile phone or any other electronic device into 
the examination hall. 

4. No blank page or space should be left in between in the answer book. Unused space should be crossed across the page with pen. 

5. While answering objective type questions, corrections of any type i.e., Cutting, overwriting, erasing, scoring off a ticked answer in multiple-choice and ticking another answer, modifying the answer in anyway will not be permitted. 
6. The candidates are permitted inside the examination hall only up to 10 minutes after the commencement of exam. The candidates will not be allowed to leave the examination until the completion of exam. 
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7. If any candidate has answered questions in excess of the required number, the same

will be ignored. However, if such questions stand evaluated, only the marks awarded 

against the requisite number of answers attempted first will be included in the 

tabulation on the top sheet of the answer book and the rest ignored. 

8. The above instructions are only illustrative and not exhaustive. Any other issue related 

to the conduct of the examination that is exisiting and not indicated above will also be 

equally applicable in the conduct of the selection. 

9. The answer books of any candidate who violate these instructions will not be evaluated 

10.If any of the employees who were alerted for the above selection are on 

leave/sick/training/deputation, intimation regarding their eligibility to appear for the 

selection is to be sent to their personal address and intimation in the regard may also 

be given to this office for record. It is reiterated that the responsibility of sending 
intimation to their personal address rests solely with the supervisory official concerned. 

11. There will be no supplementary written examination. 

12.The question paper and answer key will be uploaded in swr.indianrailway.gov.in>About 
us>Division> Mysore> Personnel 
CONDUCTED WRITTEN EXAM & AnswerKey-Obiection_ Note within three days of 
conducting the written examination. 

Branch> Question Bank>POST FOR WHICH4 

ABHISHEK GANDHI 

HETYchHSTAIHCD TAVAPO/1/MYS 
daf.brb efdbrNi/ÀHRfor Sr.DPO/MYS 

Copy to :Sr.DEE/MYS, Sr.DME/MYS, for information pls. Copy to : Ch.OS/Confidential. 
Copy to: Chos/Elec & Mech. 


